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Abstract. This paper describes the personalization mechanism that is being im-
plemented in the GMF4iTV Project. GMF4iTV is a European project which 
aims at developing techniques to create television programs with interactive ob-
jects using the DVB-MHP platform. Interactive objects are moving areas of the 
TV picture (generally superposed to characters, objects in the scene, or specific 
spots) with associated metadata. When the user selects one of these objects, the 
associated metadata is displayed. Personalization is used for both object and as-
sociated metadata selection. This paper describes the current version of the 
GMF4iTV prototype. 

1 Introduction 

Hypertext is now of common use with the World Wide Web. Although the interest 
for hypervideo has already been demonstrated in several projects, its usage remains 
limited, in great part because of the lack of appropriate platforms for creation, distri-
bution and presentation. For example, the Hypercafé project [1] is a nice illustration 
and application of a hypervideo engine. Bove et al [15] have shown how to use video 
segmentation and tracking to facilitate the authoring of hypervideo. The Viper system 
[14] allows creating personalized programs through the selection of clips at the user 
side. 
In the GMF4iTV project, our objective is to extend the capability of the Multimedia 
Home Platform (DVB-MHP) [16] standard to support personalized hypervideo. The 



DVB-MHP specification is an open standard API (Application Program Interface), 
which facilitates services across broadcast, telecommunications and computer plat-
forms and is supported on several available set-top boxes. In the GMF4iTV project, a 
regular TV broadcast (MPEG-2 encoded) is augmented with additional information 
(MPEG-7 encoded) which defines active objects in the video, along with additional 
content to be displayed when those objects are selected. The GMF4iTV project ad-
dresses all the aspects involved in the creation, distribution and presentation of per-
sonalized hypervideo programs: 

•  video producer side: tools to select and track video objects, and associate 
additional information (HTML, MPEG-4 clips, MHP applications) to those 
objects using an MPEG-7 structure. 

•  broadcaster side: multiplexing of the MPEG-2 video with the additional 
MPEG-7content and the MPEG-7 description, synchronization so that the 
required information is available when needed. 

•  user side: storing of the additional content, interaction with the user to select 
among active objects, presentation of the additional information when se-
lected, and personalization based on user profile and preferences. 

The GMF4iTV project develops a new authoring, multiplexing, server and multime-
dia terminal architecture for application development, synchronization, scheduling 
and end-user terminal systems. The GMF4iTV prototype is an end-to-end platform 
which provides interactivity at the moving object level. The platform allows content 
and service providers to create, manage, synchronize and distribute pre-recorded 
linear video streams (MPEG-2/-4) in conjunction with non-linear additional content 
(e.g. HTML, MPEG-4, JPG) employing enhanced metadata schemes, included in an 
environment of live video feeds. The direct interaction with objects on the TV-screen 
enables the typical more lean-back oriented TV-viewer to access the additional con-
tent in an active but highly convenient way. The production part of the platform al-
lows the development of new scenarios for a variety of program types (documenta-
tion, sports …). 
The GMF4iTV prototype allows the personalization of the interaction between the 
user and moving objects. All objects, shots and additional content items can be la-
beled with specific MPEG-7 metadata, which is broadcasted together with the main 
program. This information is added by the video producer on the production site. On 
the receiver side this information is compared with the user profile by a personaliza-
tion engine which uses program specific rules to activate or de-activate objects, and 
select the proper additional content items to be displayed. 
The project makes use of advanced techniques for video coding (MPEG-2, MPEG-4), 
metadata encoding (MPEG-7), semantic modeling through ontologies, efficient rule 
processing using an inference engine. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first present the various aspects of 
personalization within GMF4iTV, including some scenarios of interactive programs 
for illustration. Then we describe the authoring tool which is used to attach metadata 
to objects, shots and additional content items, the multiplexing tool which broadcasts 
the video program and the additional information together, and finally the user inter-
action using a PDA device. 



2 Personalization in GMF4iTV 

2.1 Demonstration scenarios 

The following examples have been constructed in cooperation with video producers 
within the GMF4iTV project to demonstrate the capabilities of the prototype. Their 
description should give an intuitive idea of the potential of interactivity and personal-
ization in GMF4ITV. 

•  Fashion show 
In a fashion show, models walk along a scene to present various fashion items. In 
the fashion show scenario, the moving objects are the models, and the additional 
content consists of information about the fashion items. Model objects may have 
the attribute Male or Female. Additional information might be about shopping 
possibilities or the designer. 
The user profile (which resides in the set-top box) indicates whether the user is 
male or female. At the beginning of the TV program, the user is asked whether 
he/she prefers shopping or designer information to be displayed (this choice is 
kept in the transient user profile). The rules of the personalization engine indicate 
that male (resp. female) models should be activated if the user is male (resp. fe-
male). If the user selects an activated object, the personalization engine looks at 
the transient profile to display the adequate shopping or designer information. 
•  Music program 
The Music program shows musicians playing a sequence of songs. The addi-
tional content consists of the lyrics of the songs, information on the artists’ dis-
cography and several lists of their concerts to come, organized by geographical 
region. 
Since the discography, list of concerts and lyrics are not related to any particular 
video object they are simply represented as icons on the screen. The appearance 
of these indicators is decided during production, where the producer decides to 
relate certain additional content to a scene or to a time reference. The additional 
content is activated by user selection. In the case of the lists of concerts, the user 
profile contains some regional information (for example the city or zip code 
where the user lives) and the personalization rules contain the necessary knowl-
edge to map this information with the geographical regions of the concerts. 
Therefore, only the appropriate regional list is displayed to the user. 
•  Animal documentary 
The Animal documentary shows several animals in their living environment. The 
moving objects are the animals. Two types of additional content are provided: the 
adult version is a HTML text which provides further information on the animal 
behavior; the child version is a quiz with simple questions about the current ani-
mal. The user profile contains age information about the user, and the personal-
ization engine uses this information to select which version of additional content 
to display. 
The pictures below show a simulation of those two versions. 



   

2.2 Global view on the interactivity process 

The interactivity process in the GMF4iTV system can be divided into three different 
steps:  

•  on the production side, objects are defined in the video, additional content is 
provided, and metadata for objects and content is added, 

•  for distribution, the extra information for interactivity and personalization is 
encapsulated in MPEG-7,  and multiplexed with the original TV program, 

•  on the user side, the set-top box retrieves the extra information, displays ob-
ject locations, prepares the available additional content, and runs the person-
alization engine. Depending on user interaction, the adequate additional con-
tent is displayed. 

 

 
Fig. 1 This picture gives a global overview of the personalization process 
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2.3 Formal concepts for personalization 

Ontologies 

Personalization involves taking decisions based on the nature of various items. In our 
system, these items are of three different types: 

•  Objects moving in the video (corresponding to screen areas defined by 
the video producer), 

•  Shots in which those objects appear, 
•  Additional content that will be displayed by user interaction. 

The nature of these items is indicated by semantic attributes. The possible values of 
these attributes are arranged in an ontology [9][17]. Therefore, there are three ontolo-
gies for each broadcast program scenario: the object, the shot and the additional con-
tent ontology. Each ontology is a tree structure which describes the dependencies 
between attribute values, from the most general (root) to the most specific (leaves). 
The advantage of using ontologies is to give the producer a greater flexibility in the 
level of details during the annotation process. The figure below shows an example of 
selection of an attribute within an ontology. 

 
Note that in the applications that we envision for the GMF4iTV prototype, scene and 
additional content ontologies are generally simplistic, the object ontology being more 
elaborate. 
After discussion, we have decided that those ontologies would be scenario specific 
(although an ontology can be reused in other scenarios). This avoids the problem of 
constructing a “universal” ontology which would be known by both the producer and 
the user sides. As a result, scenario ontologies are encoded in MPEG-7 and transmit-
ted to the user side at the beginning of the program. 

User profile 

Information about the user is kept in the user profile, which resides in the set-top box 
on the user side. The user profile is split in two parts a static one (static profile) and a 
transient one (transient profile). The static profile is not scenario dependent. For the 
time being, it is manually built by the system administrator, although in real situa-
tions, it should be created by the user herself. 
In several scenarios, there is the need for some extra information from the user. This 
may be because this information is not in the user profile (it cannot contain every 
possible information about what he likes or dislikes), but also because some informa-
tion is not static (for example it might depend on the mood of the user). Therefore, a 



GMF4iTV program may start with a small sequence of questions which allows the 
user to make custom choices. The answers to those questions are kept in the transient 
profile which remains valid as long as the scenario is broadcasted, and erased after-
wards. 

Personalization engine 

The personalization engine has two functions: 
•  Based on the comparison between the attribute of objects and scenes and the 

user profiles, decides which objects can be activated for this user, 
•  Based on the above plus the additional content attributes, decides which version 

of additional content should be displayed. 
For maximum flexibility, the personalization rules are written as inference rules, and 
the personalization engine is a first order inference engine. Attributes and user profile 
characteristics are facts. Running the inference engine on those facts will start an 
inference chain which will eventually trigger an activation or selection predicate. The 
personalization rules are also encoded in MPEG-7 and transmitted at the beginning of 
the program. 

Usages of personalization 

The mechanisms described above are quite general and can be used in a great variety 
of situations. Extensive discussions with video producers have generated a number of 
potential usages for these mechanisms, of which the following is just an illustrative 
sample: 
•  Selection based on user type: male users would like to have information on male 

clothes, female users on female clothes, 
•  Selection based on age group: adult and child version of additional content, 
•  Comparison of characteristics: geographical information, 
•  Language dependent information 
•  Etc… 

3 MPEG-7 Annotation 

The first step in the production of interactive content is the specification of objects for 
which additional content should be made available in the video. This objects marked 
by regions. This might be a very time consuming process, therefore it is organized in 
the following steps: 
•  Automatic extraction of the structural description of the video: shots and key-

frames. 
•  Manual correction of the automatic extracted information. 
•  Manual specification of the interactive regions for at least one frame of a shot. 
•  Automatic tracking of the specified regions to get the region locations in all 

frames. 
 



    
Fig. 2 Import Tool (left image) and GMF4iTV Authoring Tool (right image) used for video 

annotation 

For the above listed tasks two applications have been implemented (see Fig. 2). The 
Import Tool allows to manually enter general metadata about the video like creation 
and production information and information about tape location or right holders. 
Then the automatic analysis process for the extraction of shot boundaries and key-
frames is started. The Import Tool supports batch mode so it is possible to handle 
more than one video at a time. The result is an MPEG-7 description for each video 
processed. This may be stored in a database and later on used as basis for the genera-
tion of the interactive region descriptions by the GMF4iTV Authoring Tool. 
The GMF4iTV Authoring Tool provides a user interface for easy navigation in the 
video. The video structure is shown by displaying the shot boundaries in a timeline. 
These shot boundaries can be edited for manual correction. The integrated video 
player has drawing functionalities for specifying the interactive regions. The region 
tracking functionality of this tool produces metadata about the location of the regions 
in each frame. These software components have been implemented by using the 
MPEG-7 library freely available from Joanneum Research [7]. 

4 Authoring and Multiplexing 

In order to associate additional contents to objects or shots within a digital video 
sequence, Authoring and Multiplexing tools are required. The Synchronization and 
Authoring tool provides the user interface to associate additional content on one side, 
and the data encapsulation and synchronization on the other. The process produces a 
script file (conformant to a Content Description Language, CDL) that is delivered to 
the Multiplexing tool. This module is responsible for accurately multiplexing all the 
previously produced streams. 

4.1 Synchronization & Authoring Tool 

The Synchronization & Authoring Tool is a software component included in the 
GMF4ITV Authoring Tool which is responsible for the following tasks: 



•  Management of the associations of additional contents to objects, shots or the 
whole video in a user friendly manner. The process is done taking into account 
the personalization ontologies, where every additional content item is associated 
with according entries from the ontologies.  

•  Encapsulation of a dynamic MPEG-7 metadata service over MPEG-2 according 
to the corresponding recent amendment [2], by the use of the Fragment Update 
mechanism (FU) over Object Carousel and Metadata Sections described in  [3,4].  

•  Encapsulation of the associated additional contents such as MHP, MPEG-4, 
JPEG or HTML over MPEG-2 by using the DSM-CC Object Carousel protocol 
according to [5]. 

•  Synchronization of MPEG-7 metadata and additional contents to the main 
MPEG-2 video at frame level by the use of the Normal Play Time concept, NPT 
[5]. 

•  Global bitrate management. 

The Synchronization & Authoring Tool interprets the results of the edition process 
made by the operator and optimally allocates the transmission period and bitrate for 
every associated content item. The process also checks the viability of every associa-
tion according to the already allocated bitrate and time constraints. The complete 
edition process is done in a friendly and transparent manner adapted to users not 
familiar with DVB/MHP technology. 
Finally, the Synchronization & Authoring Tool generates the CDL file containing the 
commands for the multiplexer. The CDL file plus the other files containing the addi-
tional encapsulated contents, MPEG-7 metadata, NPT and signaling are taken by the 
multiplexer to generate the output in a DVB Transport Stream (DVB-TS) compliant 
format. 

4.2 Multiplexing 

The multiplexer has as main task to multiplex the different contents referenced in the 
CDL at the marked time points and produce a final Transport Stream to be sent to a 
DVB network (satellite, cable or terrestrial). The main components of the output 
DVB-TS are: 
•  MPEG-2 Video. 
•  The transcoded MPEG-4 video for use in the PDA. 
•  DSM-CC Object Carousel and Metadata Sections containing the MPEG-7 meta-

data. 
•  Normal Play Time, for synchronization of metadata and different media. 
•  DSM-CC Object Carousels containing additional contents (including MHP 

apps). 
•  Application Information Table (AIT) needed for MHP signaling. 
In order to combine the object-based interactive content in a real TV broadcast sce-
nario, the multiplexer is able to seamlessly splice between MPEG-2 encoded live 
streams and pre-produced GMF4ITV contents. 



5 User Interaction 

The intrinsic temporal and spatial nature of 
video both complicates and invites to new 
navigation concepts. Assuming that the tradi-
tional TV viewer is primarily looking for 
passive entertainment experiences, user 
intervention is set to take place on a supple-
mentary mini-screen, in order to not disturb 
the main picture. Keeping the interaction on 
a separate unit also allows us to experiment 
with new ways of navigation. 

5.1 Interaction based on PDA 

From the user interface point of view, the 
implementation of interaction based on mov-
ing objects is a challenge in itself, particularly in an Interactive TV scenario. 
In order to allow the full exploitation of personalized object based interaction, 
GMF4iTV project introduced an innovative approach based on common Personal 
Digital Assistants (PDA): the PDA is used as an advanced intelligent peripheral 
which can be used to interact with the system, by clicking directly on the moving 
objects being highlighted over a video stream, a synchronized copy of the main video 
stream shown on the TV. Furthermore, the device can be used to retrieve and display 
additional content related with the selected object. 
The video shown on the PDA is a MPEG-4 stream transcoded from the main MPEG-
2 video stream on the production side, encapsulated in RTP protocol and sent from 
the Set-Top Box (STB) to the portable device over the air, using IEEE 802.11b 
(WiFi) technology. An additional UDP stream is generated on the STB, based on the 
MPEG-7 metadata and personalization options, to convey the information needed for 
object highlighting, synchronization and access to additional content. 
A specific client application has been developed for the Windows Mobile Pocket PC 
used in the project. This client includes modules to extract, synchronize and render 
the MPEG-4 packets, as well as to overlay graphical representation of the moving 
objects on top of the video stream. Upon object selection, using the conventional 
PDA stylus, the associated additional video, audio, graphical and text documents are 
retrieved from the STB, over WiFi, and displayed using the PDA web browser. 
Besides being a very intuitive and easy way of interacting with a rather complex 
system, the introduction of the PDA concept includes other attractive features. In 
particular and considering the evolution to a multicast/multi-user scenario, which is 
closer to the way people watch TV, it will offer the possibility to have more than one 
person on the same room interacting with the system without interference, because 
the TV main screen can be kept clean without additional elements beyond the main 
TV show. Another possibility will be the download of additional content to the PDA 
for later viewing (either push or pull). 



Since all the interaction can be performed using a personal device, deep personaliza-
tion can be achieved and offered as a powerful business opportunity to service and 
content providers, as well as real added value to final costumers. With the increasing 
momentum for small powerful personal devices, boosted by the introduction of 
UMTS and the popularity of WiFi, personalization on Interactive TV will certainly 
reach new exciting levels in the near future. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have described the GMF4iTV prototype which provides interactive 
objects for TV programs. The prototype contains a complete production chain, from 
the identification and annotation of objects, link to additional content, semantic anno-
tation, MPEG-7 encoding, multiplexing with the MPEG-2 video stream, decoding on 
the set-top box and interaction with the user through a PDA. Personalization is possi-
ble both for object activation and additional content selection. The personalization 
process is based on rules which are processed by an inference engine on the set-top 
box. This powerful process allows a very flexible usage of personalization in a vari-
ety of situations provided by different application scenarios. 

 
The project is now in the integration phase. All modules have been designed and 
implemented by the different partners, according to common specifications. They are 
currently being integrated together to compose a complete chain. A set of scenarios 
has been defined and according video sequences have been prepared which are being 
annotated with the authoring tool. A public demonstration of the project is planned at 
the IBC 2004 Conference. 
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